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S gCritical and exponential experiments on 19;rod clusters (R 3 fuel) in heavy water

X h By RROLF PERSSON, CARL-ERrK WncmDuiL, and ZENwio ZADw6RSxi

t ' - -, (AB Atomenergi, Studsvik, Tystberga, Sweden)
With 12Pigures

m (Rctived Febrary 14, 1962)

6l 5< ky. Buckling measurements on clusters of 19 UO2 rods in heavy water have been performed in an exponential assembly
d by Mean. of substitution measurements in a criticalfacility The material buckling was determined as a function of lattice

-,,t (range of Vmod4Vzsei 7-22), internal spaeing, void, ar temperature (20<T<90'C). The change of diffusion coef-
; $ ,ta (about 6-8 per cent) eqused by voids was studied with asngle test fuel assemblies. The progressive substitution

;r l mentas have been nalysed by means of a modified one-group perturbation theory in combination with an unconven-
'"4 k l tee definition. The buckling differences between test and reference lattices are of the order of -1 0 to -3 5 mn.

1",~e results of the exponential and the critical experiments are compared with similar measurements on the same kind of
rit the Savaiah River IAboratory This comparson shows that the results of the various experiments agree quite well,

i, P w res theoretical predictions fail in the extreme rnu ges.

1. Introduction placed in various positions. The heavy water can be

; r a1 ldesigned for the Swedish powerreactorp,3 [1], heated by circulation through an electric heater.

Wp ''Jcxi is under construction at a southern suburb of The fuel suspension system and the safety mecha.

,,,X tkholm and planned to go critical in 1963, has 'usms are placed, in a square top box, with inspection

' bgi Used for substitution measurements in the criti- windows on all four sides. The fuel assemblies are

" 'caa facility R0 [2] and for exponential experiments in a
i bf arrangement of the subcritical facility ZEBRA
: p1,-(4] at Studsvik, Sweden.

+]rs 'The fuel investigated consisted of natural uranium 0
i ;;1 (diameter 1.70cm, density 10-450-Igfcms)- -,

>: <, iibed in zioy-2 (ID 1.72 cm, OD 1-87cm) and 0 0 U 0
d'rraaged in the form of clusters. Each cluster was * 0 s

>Iv~ip'osed of 19 rods placed in a hexagonal pattern with
distance of either 2.11 or 2.21 cm, except six of 0

: tie oulter rods, which were farther from the centre in
e to make the outer contour more circular (com- t o0
;I*e;ig. ]). The rods were 77.1 cm long and four
. .niirods had to be screwed together in order to have .C

isi~tassembly length of about 3 m, which was necessary.
a , f the experiments. The actual length of the clusters
f {e usedin theR3 reactorwill also be 3 m. At every 3mg.. Crosssecton of Ia fuel assembly (testherseoI). RP 2-21 cm or

*3 oiiit there was a section (about 4.5 cm long) containing 2 21 tin. R. -J390 Cm or 4-08 em. Fuel: 5aturall UO1. density 20-50 :

E! rcaloy and He-filled space instead of uranium oxide. Sru Jl2u7mlnnium O(2S).,lD 21,27 ID 11-50 cm
i 4 ,.The measurements reported here were restricted to

dittgrminations of the material buckling as a function suspended from rollers resting on beams, which are
of lattice pitch, internal spacing, temperature and void. provided with wheels at both ends. The position of
; The same fuel with the smaller of the two internal the rollers and the beams can easily be adjusted from
pacings was also investigated at the Savannah River' outside without opening the system. The fuel is put

Wi~¶aboratory, USA [14]. Buckling measurements and in or taken out through suitable openings which can
Wt cell flux studies were undertaken up to 2156 C. be uncovered along a diameter in a large revolving lid.

Uranium metal rods, diameter 3.05 cm, density

2. Critical substitution experiments * 18.76 ± 0-14 gfcmJ, in the form of lumps placed in alu-
minim tubes, ID 3-15 cm, OD 345 cm, are used as

21 Experimena procedure reference fuel. The buckling of the reference lattice is

; .The critical assembly R 2] is without a reflector, measured with the aid of BF3 counters (0.02 atm B'0F.,
heavyowatermoderatedand contained in an aluminium length 40 cm, diameter 1-0 cm) placed in travelling
,ank (ID 2.25 m; height 3.2 mn, wall thickness 0.6 cm). probes. The technique is the same as is used in the
The water level in the reactor tank is measured with an exponential assembly (see 3-1 below). However, in Ro
accuracy of 0-01 cm by a level meter in a communi- we need a monitor to normalize the intensity. The
eating tube. Temperature variations are determined monitor, a larger and more sensitive BF, counter, is
Within ±0.-O C by means of resistance thermometers placed outside the tank. The counting rate from

.fukleo.lk. Md. 4 ' 14
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192 2I rzsSSON, C.-E. WIVIDAL and Z. ZAD

the travelling probe may be integrated over short
distances (e g. I or 2 cm) and the fine-structure in the
radial distribution is then found in detail. A careful
analysis shows a gradient effect, which is not negligible
and which means that the microscopic and the macro-
scopic distributions are not directly separable (compare
also Fig. 6 in ref. 5). On account of the surrounding
concrete blocks and walls one might expect azimuthal
variations. However, measurements by means of foils
placed at eight equivalent points at the same distance
from the axis (102-3 cm) and at the same height did
not show any significant variation (<0-3 cm) of the
extrapolated radius.

The substitution technique applied [4], [6], [7]
means that the eentral part.of the square reference
lattice is successively replaced by an increasing
number (for instance 1, 2, 4, 6, and so on) of the fuel

: assemblies to be investigated. From the critical levels
measured at various stages of substitution we are
able to evaluate the buckling of the test lattice by an
extrapolation procedure described in section 2.2 below.
It is not necessary t~hat the lattice pitches are equal in
the two regions: the square lattice pitch of the test
region can be 2' times that of the reference zone

' (i0; :El; =1).
When the diffusion coefficient is different in the

- test and the reference regions we have to know this
difference in order to be able to analyse the substitu-
tion measurements correctly. This is the case when
there is void inside the shroud of a fuel assembly. The

; diffusion coefficient is then also dependent on the
direction. The magnitude of an effective diffusion
coefficient may be estimated on theoretical grounds,

) but we have tried to find the value from separate
experiments with a single fuel assembly. Because
differences between diffusion coefficients cause effects
which are sensitive to flux gradients; the void pertur-
bation was placed in different radial positions or
inserted along the axis at different depths. From the
variations of the critical water level versus radial
position and void depth it is possible to get the rela-
tive differences between diffusion coefficients of the
various regions in both directions.

First we placed a single test fuel assembly with
shroud in a reference lattice position where a reference
fuel rod had been removed, whereupon the radial and
axial effects of void perturbations were investigated.
Then, in a region of nine (3 x3) test fuel assemblies the
axial void effect was studied in a second experiment
by varying the void depth in the central test fuel
assembly. A comparison between the two measure-
ments of the axial void effect- gave corrections due
to the surrounding fuel.

During the void studies the R3 fuel was furnished
with shrouds, wall thickness 0-115±0-010 cm,
OD 11.5 cm. In the bottom of the shroud tubes there
were two small holes, diameter 0-3 cm, and a small
pneumatic valve. The working part of the valve was
a rubber finger.stall, which could be inflated with
compressed air from the control ro6m. With this rather
simple mechanical arrangement it was possible to
shut the valves at any water level and then raise the
moderator to the critical point. After reading the
critical level at this condition a predetermined number
of pneumatic valves could be opened. and a new1. critical level be measured. The time between these

,w6rnsxr: Critical and esponential expermnents xuklS'-

treadings could be reduced to about fifteenmr
by this method.

I Because the critical water level is measured wt i
an accuracy of i 0-01 cm, temperature variatin t
have to be known within about +001° C, if the erro t

are to be competitive. During one day of mea r
ments at room temperature we have found that ar$
axial temperature gradient develops. Even
it is small (<0.28 C/m) it is important when hig;,
accuracy is wanted. ..

During- the temperature coefficient measuremei4.
the water in the level tube was cooled down to
11° Ciin order to minimize the temperature depedein
of the water density. The readings of the level m
had then to be corrected with regard to the differi6zj :
in water density between the two communicatir-<j;
vessels. During runs at room temperature there ;
generally no cooling of the level tube. e

The increase of HI2O in the heavy water ma4soi i
give rise'to systematic errors. For the reference jatticA
used we have a change of the critical height whics
0.2-1.0cm per 0-01% decrease of the DO ootin.
From periodic measurements on a special ref~i
lattice we have found that we have a more oInt s
continuous degradation of the heavy water corresjot l

ing to about 0.007 % H12 /month [8].
In order to eliminate the above mentioned id

matic errors the successive differential measuihetn'i&t
of the critical level had to be performed withiii :
short a time as possible.

The critical water level was always measured t
the same power level (about 0-1 WV). We are mid '

interested in differences.of water levels and the aou X
term caused by delayed photoneutrons was then found ;
to give negligible errors as long as the experimet
procedure was repeated in the same way. -

22. Mtod of analysis

In order to analyse the experiments we define o 2
lattice cells in a new and unconventional way,
that the elements are placed at'the corers
cells. As a consequence there.will be more kixdsot G
cells.than there are kinds of fuel elements. Thus v .
get a geometrically well defined transiti r ie
situated between the reference and the test regions f
(compare Fig. 2). This new concept has been combizie~i4
with one-group perturbation theory, but we hate A
applied corrections due to the perturbed radia Wck-m ,
ling' and a two-group effect has also been take ntOgr.
account [6]. 0.-4 -

If we assume that all regions have the samew, t
diffusion coefficient we get the well-known reslt t i;:
one-group perturbation theory [9]. ' w

B2 ~B2T ~ qj

where B2 = effective geometric buckling, : l
B- = buckling of region i,
Wj = statistical weight proportional to f 5

dV, where H is the unperturbed flux of tec J
reactor with a uniform core and '1' i,>
the perturbed flux: By definition we hae :

~ll- -l. -

I If one uses perturbed fhixes the perturbation theory I -sh
no longer restricted to small perturbations. a X

- 4
., *';
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o about fifteen ru A btitution measurements we have, if 0' is put
X to 5P and 5-AJ0 (f(r) sin cz,

r level is measured ',t- .' =

tenw 'rture variation 'Wt¼i i: F-CfJO,(fr)dB,.
it 4- °0 C, if theetol: ' ."lu -- =n#4)an#245it±errorl = zlx' nR2 J?2(PR) and j

9 = 2.405jR.
ng o. lay of mea s ure 6nly three different regions, eq. (1) may
we have found that aj t j jgtritten as
develops. Even thong .
s important when b;'. g =B2 -B -' 2 (2)

Coefficient meaueet4,{F29
as cooled dowtasure~e-j4e the indices 1, 2, and 3 mean the reference, the
temperature dependei- y~ "nsitiOfl and the test regions respectively (compare
tdings of the level rnet~ ;,§). From eq. (2) it is clear that (B2 - _BW) is
regard to the differeii ee>"4 t ear function of WfW,, such that the intercept

;he two commusi ' I n -Ba and the slope is B2d-Bit. Eq. (2) may
temperature there'- ; i, to a form, which is more suitable

vel tube. iippying corrections due tohe perturbed flux
e heavy water m ati i l'Z ore appropriate for graphical representation.
For the refe mayi 1  teo
s critical height whieli 4iMX : B '-B' = I (B3- BI) +6d4 (3)
ase of the D2 0 conenthD di :.
i on a special referen' r ieexpression
we have a more orj6xtL at . h (4)
heavy water corresIoa E - B (. _ i + (Bi' .(4)
onth [8]. I* - W -. W I
above mentioned StMhj ^
fferential measuremen1. T . W = WI + J+ E2. (4a)
be performed withiuij~ '±'

b.d ie perfrelawtion' (4) with adequate corrections [6] is used
7as always measur s'sii. analysis, when differences between diffusion
0.1 -W). Wve are m t sflelenta are negligible.
tsr levels and the so'uira> E'lt w'e use two-group perturbation theory we are
neutrons was then fobi;- bh )'derive a formula approximately identical-with
mng a<,= e experime fl j {4) except as regards a small two-group correction
a sar Tav_. : tn, Instead of eq. (4) we get [6]
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U, =radial part of the (VO)'P-dependent weight
function
f J,2 (fir) d S,fzRB J2 (fiR),

Di = diffusion coefficient of region i,
6Di = D1 -D1 , where index I is related to the reference

region.

*The change of the diffusion coefficients according
to the one-group model may be estimated by theoreti-
cal calculations, but it can also be measured in
separate experiments with a single test fuel assembly.
Measurements on a single test fuel assembly in a
reference lattice mean that we investigate a tran-
sition cell as defined in Fig. 2. Having studied the
axial void effect of the central fuel assembly in a test

Alln/"WiNT Allrmahver

analysia
periments we define the.
conventional way, BSCu
I at'the corners of 41*"
s will be more kinds org
fuel elements. Thus 1
fined transihon regs.l

,e and the test regiui.
icept has been combinid

theory, but we ha I,
perturbed radial bu

as also been taken into

egions have the same
ie well-known resulto

c buckling,
i,'i:
proportional to I0 '
unperturbed flux of the

niform core and 0 i'
By definition we

the perturbation theory ;
rbations.

e j*,

II

II

{1(-.r=B RW' +(B2_ -B,") (4b)

jele I' is approximately independent on the size of
'thSt region but mainly a function of the coupling
Alcients. We may use the following expression

*RPcev~r~/GllICC erp~h I

o fArt /e'9 tm :/u'je#Yit 1Wt't
REXft-Ce C111 An rd lz/

sAhefeec ce/Igz + butteA I)J U ,dX

h~ir ,'~~j .~(;D cx ,IIJ (irnd xF

lest Co// ' (index .7) tl (hldext)
Ug.2. ZxwnPia of cen definlUons ed In substitution exerdments

region of 3 x3 test fuel assemblies we assume that we
are able to take the structure of the cell into account
fairly well.'

In order to have agreement between one-group and
two.group expressions we find thatI. J r-DJD +T ' a (4c:

Zrhiri B and T are the coupling coefficients So and S,
} peiely of ref. 9 and T= (Tsd + 1t,)12. We

llotic* that T<O.
On 'the case of substitution measurements with

Voided fuel assemblies we are usually forced to take
Ui;-e diffusion coefficient into account. We may de.

] the following expression

F W};-- (eX_a!2)(W,, DA-U 60Drd2)

* a,~Q, =PE fi(W.;~-U;)6D,1 , (|

-, axial buckling of the whole core in the perturbed
. state,

axial buckling of region i, when it occupies the
whole tank,

P1  radial buckling = (2.405/R)2,
W radial part of the 02 -dependent statistical
: .weight

fJ (flr) dSnfnR2 J1
2 (PR),

daD _dD 1 + Suet 6D,
- Dn,,t + Sf D 2 ret (5 a)

where JD=D&c -D,,, and the indices 1 and 2 refer
to the fast and thermal groups respectively. S is the
coupling coefficient between fundamental modes
(= S, in ref. 9).

The following relation has been used to analyse
the single-rod experiments [6].

'Z [D, P (W,-U) W- + 1
.+Di(r4Wd-cU.;)W.]- = J I

(6)

where index I represents the reference region and
index 2 the region investigated, which is just equal to
the transition region mentioned before. The functions
IT and U. are defined as

-V, = fsin1 fez dzl(H/2) = axial part of the 02-depen.
I . dent statistical weight,

lU. = fcos2 az dzI(H12) = axial part of the (V10)2.
dependent weight function.

14*
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I When the perturbation penetrates the whole core
we have a purely radial dependence, i.e. W,,=-U,2 =1.
We now introduce the extra indices e and I represent-
ing the cases with void (empty shroud) and without
void (filled shroud) respectively. Using eq. (6) and
assuming'W, 2<1 and at-c4<a,2 we substract the
equations for the two cases from each other and after
rearrangement we get

a:-Ra = P D,2e-Drtj i F(2). W
(7)

from which relation the change of the radial diffusion
coefficient is determined. Using more common sym-
bols we see that [(n=/) 1 2 - (,4Ii1)2ll4 (Pr) is a linear

r6nsia: Critical and exponential experiments o '

Table la. LattiCeS USed in-critical substifution
R3 clusters (internal c-c apacing 2-21cm) %eitRlou aA.ou. an

room tfehpera.ure

Square lattice MAX. Number ofi Extra- T'
pthIcm number of ref.fe os c.t

test fl rods I lnan radis eq. (4 c)em
assemblies eqrtrbed In a

Test I ef. core

190 19-0 12 112 115-2 0-071 0"
20-0 20-0 12 96 115-2 -0-065 OO34 '
22-63 16-0 12 132 114-8 -0-029 -O0o2l ;j
24-04 17-0 16 120 115-0 -0-025 -018
26-87 19-0 16 120 115-2 -0-019 -011;'
32-0 16-0 12 132 114-8 +0-017 03

'Input datas from ref. 16.

The experimental points have been analj 'l
combining eqs. (4b) and (5) with corrections appd
for perturbed radial bucklings.

Both alternatives of cell definitions (I
shown in Fig. 2 were used in the analysis. In thag 1
of 19-0 and 20.0 cm test lattices there were
pancies of the order of 0-10 to 0-15 m-2 between je;Qij
obtained with the two cell definitions. AIernili"1e-
is thought to give the most accurate results iniAl' qee
cases. The analysis of the test lattices with the pi;&
16-0, 17.-01, and 19-0J/2cm gave good agre1n
between the two alternatives, if the points cog5
spending to single test elements were rejected
Fig. 3). The 32-0 cm test lattice could only b a,-
lysed with cells according to alternative II -

The results of all these substitution measurtment
are given in Table I b.

Table lb. Results of critical substitution ,niwe .si *3A4
clusters (internal : spacing 2-21 cm) without Aro' ati;a

tempera'ure

t .t.-I .-', .-.:D of'. ',..
'elt5 R. Pr

it --,'intigted(Fig. 4).
g0 med duning two col

"''ie water degradation
,x, lected in Table 2

y,,osepacked alternatii
njgion investigated.

" 'J table 2. DNllcrcnwc in X
2 c11 cm) and R 3 (c-c

;3attilesp itchtYeaa
CMa

!; 19-80 °
22-63 o-:

'4gSE 26 87 0o'

.'33 Void expeinr
i gr1 the fuet metal rod

cm), were furnis

We AX5/0

S ;'i'

l 2F-¶' j;

4"3. Progiesa, substitutlos
i."e' clus eters with 21i etmand I
F 2ifBm. The lpgures next to I

§1b CAL The error limits India

op, prefeence shrouds: ]
,ptlibruds: ID 11-27 cm

1tis' tof the reference I
test region 26-87 (

'jt4.¶' ';The radial statisti
:t'suster was measured
r'different radial positi.

'shi~,ud and water in the
?d 'all the shrouds. ITr
yr'itCtieal level as a fune
.;eas~: It was not possi

gi~e'same day, so that
$gInit good accuracy as

y;'is carried out in FiE
, chainge of the radial dif
.A11 was found to be 61

s'The axial statistical
A Cl>ruster was measured i
sr.lear the reactor centr

8 us~erbly was in this
;'kstefetence rods, square

, ahsw~ the critical heii
t"i:,i e analysis according
63 fornlinrig.6bandther
l','iich value refers to a I

;Ž C.'-In Fig. 6b the points
epthS Larger void depth

4x, lieats that the slopes of tl

i-i

711.3. SubsUtation analsis ID rapical Worm fwith thte ell definlUon of the
aiternats I ID Aig.2. Test lttce pitches: 2263.24 04 and 267cm. The
Sgures next to the points reprent the number of clusters In the test

region. The error limits indtated correspond to k 0-I em In beight
differences

function of (fir)/1 (.8r) and (D, 2,-D,21)1D. is found
from the intercept.

When the change of the axial diffusion coefficient
(bD,2 ) is wanted, we just place the void perturbation
close to the center at a fixed radial position and
investigate its axial dependence by varying its depth.
From eq. (6) we get

__ ___ = G(r) W Ds W' (8)
122 U, I c Us, D,, i

2.3. Results of critical rubstitution experiments

2.3.1. Measurements on fuel without sJroud at room
temperature. Most of the measurements were carried
out with clusters having an internal c-c spacing of
2-21 cm. The various test regions investigated com-
prised 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, and 16 clusters. Datas of the
lattices used are collected in Table 1 a. The two-group
parameters necessary for evaluation of F and 6D/D
were obtained from ref. 16. Experiments to deter-
mine dD/D with R 3 fuel assemblies without voids
did not give sufficient accuracy. From the values of
6D/D given in Table I a we see that the effect of
different diffusion coefficients in the various regions
cannot be neglected.

*Values normalized to 20 C and 99-75 mol-%

2.3.2. El/ed of internal spacing. Special'expw.
ments were carried out in order to get the effect of tht
internal spacing (c-c: 2-11 or 2-21 cm) on the msta5tif
buckling. Three different square lattice pitches Y?", '
investigated, namely 19-80, 22-63, and 26-87cPI
respectively. With a test region of nine (3X3) 3.J't
clusters, c-c: 2-21 cm, the central test fuel asseinblY
was exchanged with another having an internal sp'ae;lg
of 2.11 cm. In order to minimize temperature ,
the moderator was not lowered during the fuelCX *.P
change. Because the fuel assemblies are equal except
as regards the internal spacing we are convincedtli, '
the perturbation analysis of the experiments with I
single fuel assembly is reliable. However, at the latticsA
pitch 26-87 cm progressive substitutions with"
maximum number of 9 clusters of each kind were' lsO ,d

.. ' , * '. I
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(Fig; 4). These measurements were per-
e during two consecutive days in order to keep

y'twater degradation at a minimum. The results are
'ieted in Tabe 2 and they show that the most

&4~,~packed alternative has the larger buckling in the
I jlm investigated.

^y;'2. Differensce in material buckling between R3 (c-c:
";,~'.!211 cm) and R3 (c-c: 2-21 cm) at room tempeahure

of the axial void experiment nine (3 x 3) R 3 clusters
formed a test region with a square lattice pitch of
19-0-. cm. The void effect of the central cluster
was investigated and we found (cf. Fig. 6b) that
6DZ3/D=0-085±00071. This value should be valid

.I
115-2
115-2
114-8
115-0
115-2
114-8

* I _ '-..

-0-0711 -o4flli
_-0-065 °06.

I

-0-025
-0-019
+0-017

-0-013 ),
- 0-012 5~--003- ,

have been analysed
with corrections apphed.

definitions (I and sUj
he analysis. In the 'a
tices there were discre.S-
0-15 mrn between resuita
finitions. Altenative U
Lccurate results in
lattices with the pitclis j
m gave good agreemet '
s, if the points corr&1& '

ents were rejected (ef.ft.
Lice could only be ably
alternative II. ., w

stitution measuremeb4

.1I
1.
I

*~ 1540"lattice pitch
-

.'B(2-1I)-B'(2 21)

Yess. with single fuel I Progressive subst.
assembly In test region mes. (see Wig. 4)

mm-6 r-

i; wi/b Oh's=!e}

24' -Wfoer

Or ~Wl7ho& vWd'fi;crff

r2e 2~i
I 0 W~.

Z!/,

19-80 0-212±0-013 _
-k>--s 22-63 J 0-117±0-010

>"- 0 26087 V O27±0-004 0-026 ± 0-01 4
5. *.i-ir;

.. 2.33. Void experiments. In the void experiments
Stilt the fuel, metal rods as well as R3 clusters (c-c:

t2 21cm), were furnished with aluminium shrouds

E
ft. 5 a and b. DeterfntiUon of JDAD from singie-chuster cxerimeg

Rereace lattice pitch: 19-0 cm

zz7. r p
.. ,

rd 99-75 mol-% D50

acing. Special expe .
* to get the effect of the l
:-21 cm) on the materal -l
Lre lattice pitches w
22-63, and 26-87 Cut
ion of nine (3x3)B3';
Ltral test fuel assembly ij

ring an internal spacing
nize temperature drift
-d during the fuel et *

nblies are equal except
we are convinced that h
ie experiments with a
However, at the lattle;
substitutions i th w
of each kind were alsO

,.4WC4 Progressive mstutioa me1arement of buckling di rence bet-
{wua timners with 2-11cm and 221 cml nternsl spacing. Test lattice pitch:

pm, The figures next to the points represent the number of chrswns
i-etaKI., Th. error limits Indicated correspond to t 0-1 em In the water

- height

.1f4trence shrouds: ID 6-30 cm, OD 6-50 cm; test
. e'irtts: ID 11-27 cm, OD 11-50 cm). The square

et:h of the reference lattice was 19.0 cm and that of
test region 26-87 (= 19-0 */2-1) cm.

radial statistical weight of one single R3
. lusfiir was measured in two steps at each of six
,differert radial positions: 1. air in the whole R3

.tiSthd and water in the reference shrouds, and 2.water
!!nall the shrouds. In Fig. 5a we have plotted the

!ri",tical level as a function of the radius for the two
tta4ase. It was not possible to measure all the points on
; same day, so that these curves do not show the

.>iile good accuracy as found by the differential ana.
VOYsis carried out in Fig. 5b according to eq. (7). The

Wt ehange of the radial diffusion coefficient of a transition
was found to be 6D,JD =0-07740-002.

i T_.he axial statistical weight of void in a single R3
iV-.bther was measured with the test fuel in a position
s.lCter the reactor centre (r=1343 cm). The test fuel

. iiiembly was in this case first surrounded only by-
<*tieerenice rods, square lattice pitch 19-0 cm. Fig. 6a

26hows the critical height versus .the void depth (z).
> -Thae analysis according to eq. (8) is given in graphical.
.form in Fig. 6b and theresult is 6D,8SD=0.103 ±0.007 1

.Which value refers to a transition cell. In a second part

b Fig.hthe points given correspond only to small void
depths. arger void depths were also taken into account which
P5can that the slopes of the lines in Fig. 6b are well defined.

j_ _

I AD to M
VoWY d>eph (z)

cm
N

a ZU
Pig. 6S and b. Determinatlon of 6DJD from single-cluster experIments.

aeference lattice pitch: 190 an. Test lattice pitch: 26-7 cm -

for a test cell. We now assume that we are able to
correct the radial value e3D,11D found in Fig. 5b and
get JD, fD as follows.

0D,8D= ±0-007 -(0.077 i 0-002) =0-063 ± 0-007.aD D=0-103±0-007

The tubstitution measurements on R3 fuel assem-
blies with shrouds were carried out in three steps at
every substitution: 1. air in all the shrouds, 2. air in the
R3 shrouds and water in the reference shrouds and,
finally, 3. water in all the shrouds. The cases 2. and 3.

I
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were here analysed by means of eq. (5) with correc
tions made for perturbed fluxes. We found that a
complete void in the R3 fuel caused a positive ractivit3
change.

All the results of void experiments on R3 fuel are
given in Table 3. The notation 6 dBId means tho
change of buckling caused by void, but since I&2/M,2l
the value 6 B5,Old - 0-19 m-2 is related only to a system
with a radial buckling of 4-37 m2. In the case oJ
anisotropy (M,!JM,+1) the buckling of a critical
assembly is dependent on the geometry of the system,
i.e. the ratio between height and radius. If the radial
buckling is e.g. 3-00inm2 we get' 6 B-old-016m-
instead of 0-19m-S.

'00

Cl

co Jo4t c o

Temwralure
Fig. 7. Critical subetitutlom meamorenents of bucling wo temperature
Reference lattiee VIh: 19-0a Teat (RS) lattice pitch: i0 .yicl.
rigures by the curves respmst Saubers of RS clusters med In the teat

regions. ContDemtatom of D.O: 57 mol-%

Comparison with the result without shrouds in
2.3.1 yielded the negative effect caused by shrouds
(without void). The plastic'tubes, which fed the
pneumatic bottom valves with compressed air, were
estimated to decrease the buckling by 0-03 m<.

L

r .

I
I
fI
I

i
t

nsm: Critical and exponential experiments

permissible to raise the temperature above 50° _

new test regions consisted of 4, 6, 9, and 12 R3
in order to get more points for the analysis. 3';rO-f,
comparison between the two investigations we
elude that the first run of the reference latticb~fg
some systematic error.

- The buckling'points of each lattice arranienieJN
are plotted versus temperature in Fig. 7. The follo4
simple function of the temperature was then fate-ed
each set of experimental points.

2a +b= T +c(AT) 2.

The analysis according to eq. (4) maybe aI
each of the coefficients a, b and c separate]
temperature coefficients b and c are given in

.. - .

Table 4. Temperature coelficienta b and c according t
wiain ae temperature range 2005 C gT5O C and;

T =_T-35°C. Concentration of DO: 99 -6m%

t-Hi Jo

Tih
,

SqaeI tieI e6iO,
ruel pitch 0ti

qI re latice rej I n-tIC-6•7

Table 3. Reut /roam tVie rneasureent on R3 dutera (c-c:
2-21 cm) iwith shroud at 22° C and 99 70 miol-% DO. Square
latticep idh:26-87 cm. eanig af aBtoae isi an the text

rn-D, j |n
ap. M ! OL -

0-085 0-063 1-021
40-007 I +0-007 1 ±0-010

I+0-19 -0-70
I ±0-03 1 ±0-07

Reference 19-0 -9-23+0-03 -0234
R n3 26-87 -793+0-24 0-02

3. Exponential measurements 15j

3.1. Experimental proiedure
The exponential assembly ZEBRA has be~ih'-de

cribed previously [3], [4]. However, since tlib4I
has been moved from Stockholm and rebultu'i
Studsvik site. The diameter is still only 1.00 kf4.g
the height has been increased in order to make b
possible to use the same kind of fuel as in R0,',h
Rar-cfBe sources of about one curie have beep<'e
changed for Sb-Be sources giving about ther-

-neutron intensity.- The sources are now placed'4f
graphite pedestal below the tank.

. The water can be heated up by circulation thri
an external electric heater. The minimum ***

time from 20 to 90° C is about 10 hours.
The axial flux distribution in thb expotW6

assembly is measured by a traveling probe contain
two sensitive 13F, counters (filled with 0.8 atm
length 40 cm, diameter 1-0 cm). The counters are plagd
horizontally in the U-shaped probe which is driven tili
and down by a synchronous motor. The countirig r*4
is integrated over predetermined height intervals:ltii'
pulse-counting channels have a dead-time of
1.0 psec (determined by the main amplifier) andJ
registered maximum rates are such that corictioi du
to the dead-time have to be applied. Pulses fzt~ e
two separate counters are fed to a mixer via thetuE
amplifiers. The mixed rate as well as the indiid. I
counting rates are registered simultaneously by 'm.
of a printer. Such an arrangement makes it polS IIM
to get a practically instantaneous measure of the dead .
time and the constancy of the electronic systemn,';J'

Two different lattices with 21.0cm and 27-0 cot '
square pitch were investigated. The number
assemblies used to fill up the ZEBRA tank was 16 And
12 respectively. The cross-section of the tank was n/t
exactly filled by the cells, but special experments i
dicate that the uncertainty caused by this insmatclis -"

probably less than 0-1 m-2. In the first case the cents '.
axis of the tank was situated between two clusters;:

- ,, a

-I

nc~ R.PFM

r';-0 5 cm) and in
$ { gers (r =1 9-09 cm).
l 9;.thprobe coincides w
. Snnot place any fuel

1 ... td;,.At atj,-,s ^ . 3.2. Mt
Tche radial buckling

l .e9calculated accordin
and 4. Howev*

4-ffeCte extrapolation
i oips is here changed

l ;503 eCM (new 3
&'Wabetter fit to I

w i~eteen the exponent
tVilty. The main resa

Sti^t !the tank wall is
V to ,6:0-4 cm thick, an,

Vail -with regard to- e]
,,jk4io'ii. Since we havo

tjfew elements -wr
iQ l. buckling with;

*t!Rb}e axial neutron
suitable for rne

Aen by

Eete 9 (z;TA) is the bt
.te;fuind theoretically

' by the joints is ]
1ibe discussed.below

,-!¢h' analysis of Yr
- riafure is made by

xi is varied, 6 z is
l a constant (half t
6'1ThO eft-hand side of

tiin of IIN (zi + id
e background intensi
i nbr a pure cosine di

6 lut something between
Iv order to be able t

> Caused by the joints we
be just equal to the

i) hkeans that there must
tXVvaltable if such a pi
t, After the determination

~. "thxnicrostructure of tC
Ve1 If measurements - o
strearls of the travellinj

fung>i temperature, wea
ran analysis.

4.2i,(z, T+,T) A(T+6T3
Jlj~j~T~z2') A(T)

l.9eW, . + st X I + 5D (Z; I
1+9,

As'the changes generi
,alowed to write

Xj(I- ddA

2.3.4. Temperature coefficient. The critical height
was measured periodically during the warming-up
period. In some cases the temperature was stabilized
by adjusting the electric power just to counterbalance
the heat losses. 'A comparison between the two ways
of measuring showed only a small systematic difference.

The temperature variation of the radial buckling
has been calculated according to ref. 4. The main
contribution is due to the thermal expansion of the
reactor tank, whereas the change of the effective
extrapolation length is quite small.

The investigation was first carried out with 6, 12,
and 16 R3 clusters up to 80-90QC. However, the
results of these measurements indicated that there was
something wrong. It was therefore decided to repeat

_ the experiments. Because of mechanical difficulties
(undesirable pressure phenomena at scram) it was not

W We have: 0-19 -(4.37 -3-00) (1 -J )-0-16 n-S.
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L'li g2_ cm) and in the other case between four

ert (r =19-09 cm). Because the horizontal part ofprobe coincides with a diameter of the tank we
*ejit2 place any fuel in the center.

?) . A; I.;;. 32. Method of analysis

elggIt ,"Tliradial buckling and its temperature dependence
rngyI2 'ct i culated according to the procedures given in
tO4.! kifi.V3 and 4. However, the differences between the

',i~ ;q >jedzve extrapolation radii of the fast and the slow
: i I .roupio s here changed from 1.05 ± 0-30 cm (old value)
[9 5.'~4. 4 0-3 cm (new preliminary value) in order to
Io; j:$:e'a better fit to intercomparison measurements

he' ; reen the exponential assembly and the critical
4.;' , 2ito. The main reason for such an adjustment is
'rs~ ':tki the tank wall is covered with borated plastic,

'9t.4i0 .4 cm thick, and the effective thickness of the'
," j4il with regard to epithermal neutrons is not well

i 4rti. OSince we have a heterogeneous system with
LXi j' ¢'few elements we are not able to measure the

AdtdiAi buckling with any high degree of accuracy.
'rhe axial neutron-distribution N (z; T) in the

3;jig Soesuitable for measurements is assumed to be

,-I ; given' by

ta .Wlgz (; 7' =A (7' .- 7Cfl o-4 + f (z; 7') (10)

. .n Where ' (z; I) is the background. The value of z, can
'g:<:'t > :found theoretically [3], [4]. (The microstructure
, caused by the joints is here neglected but this problem

- Gr ~, ill be discussed below.)
egtL.X.t analysis of measurements at any .constanZ

- Ae' tWiure is made by taking the following ratio

(z~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,I, A is varied, e z is the length of one interval and
; 1ii' -constant (half the total number of intervals).

4 fiho left-hand side of eq. (11) is obviously a linear
,:*, ition of l/N(z +n~z), if p is constant. However,
gi5h, .'"ground intensity qp (z) is neither independent
I Rrsz nor a pure cosine distribution (fundamental mode)
Aidi{'E1'mething between.
.,4tiyg~.1 'rder to be able to neglect the flux perturbation

tAlsed by the joints we have to choose n -6z in eq. (11)
,, H be just equal to the length of one fuel section. It

us that there must be at least three fuel sections
. 4iai]le if such a procedure should be successful.

Mf~er'the'determination of y and b by means of eq. (11)
i* .;3..e tmicrostructure of the flux is easily found.
(it, $;i<iX measurements of N(z; T) are carried out by

H: incana of the travelling probe during a continuously
;stgempeirature, we may utilize the following ratio

r,. ', -for On analysis.
Wry g z T+I) A(T++eT) . T+ Tl 24 Xzoos)X

;4.; g.4 .A~sN(z T) - 4(T)
X+yPz; T T) . 6v(T+n (12)

As the changes generally are rather small, we are
llowedto write

so ~ j(,7d)A dA date

t-.,~ ii'41;(2T t A dT w

- I t-i.J - d 1(13)

| I
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The quantities dA/dT and d (9 iN)IdT can be
evaluated once for all from measurements at various
constant temperatures.

3.3. Besults of ezponenta measuremeits

3.3.1. Measurements at room temperature. We chose
a total number of 20 invervals, 7-71 cm each, corre-
sponding to a total range of 154.2 cm, which is just

2 z&ss-Iao:,6erm-771

A! \D Fpet J/a Is

t'I

17 ' -S
lupoiion o'the

i- .ajwoAs

t; ust fgeedossneutwrll

1.7 . *

M ".

Fig. . Evalusaton et axial buckling measurements at 2r C In ZEBLL
lattice pitch: 21-0 cm

ff
hik I I el/ I1

3l1. 9. The mcroeetuctuxre In the axial flux distribution measured with 3B7.
counters In ZEBRA. The counters were placed horizontally In the modera.

tor mldway between fuel assemblies. Square lattice pitch: 21-0 cm

equal to the length of two fuel sections. The ratio
2N(z.)IN(zi+naz) according to eq. (11) was taken
between points in equivalent axial positions, i.e.
n=10 and naz=77.l cm.

An example of the analysis by means of eq. (11)
is shown in Fig. 8, where Ns =N(z1 ) and N+, =
N(zi+10 dz). The effect of joints is practically eli.
minated. The buckling values corrected to 200 C and
96-75 mol-% D1O [8] are given in Table 5.

* The mierostructure in the exponential distribution
is -shown in Fig. 9. The flux peak caused by a joint is
as large as 6% in the moderator between the clusters,
where the detectors were placed.
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Table 5. ResuUs from exponeial meaurements on .R3 fud
(c-c: 2-21 cmn) at 20° C and correced to 99-75 mo-% DsO

square (U048191'lattice pitch (.05
cm pro

21-0O 2065+0-15 1584+0-03 4-81j0-16
27 0 2083+0-15 15-47+0-03 5*36+0-16

3.3.2. Tempenature coefficient. These experiments
were performed in two ways:

a) two runs at constant temperatures, 22 and 89° C
respectively, and analysis acc. to eq. (11);

b) measurements during the temperature rise up
to 89° C and analysis ace. to eq. (13).

The results are presented in Table 6 and in Fig. 10,
which shows the graphical analysis acc. to eq. (13).

_ 7 i x7m .-C #s

ig. 10. Evaluation of temperature oetffcient neasurtment, In ZZERA
with continuously rising Oraperatur. Temperature region: 33-'V C.

*flic: 27-0 em

w 6assx: Critical and exponential experiments b l t

The modified one-group perturbation theory A .ural cluster in a test i
bined with a new definition of cells is of co not t to be able to get
only way to analyse the substitution measur en g-t, -". ;:-- The effect of the ai
but we have found the method to be at least as J, -/<~' ed with theore
as any other theoretical treatment applied [71.lio] .'pile oscillator me&5u
[11] and the computational work is comparativ'yW, i atsorption of the alui
simple. It is also worth while to point out that withst'eg ' - -cnt higher than expe
usual definition of cells it is difficult to get a uniyqQ rdiscrep cy.
determined boundary between the test and-tS
reference regions when the pitches are unequal. , in', I
we take the real form of the regions into acc t e 5 ; i
have found that the shape of the test reo0niay ,V,

vary considerably with a constant number of rods a
the results are still interpretable[6J. 16' ; )

The method of analysis has been checked"in t ; ,
cases using only reference fuel where /

critical substitutions were obtainable. The refere l
lattice pitches were in these cases 21.0 and 15 ;i j *i
while the pitches of the test regions were 2 A
and l510j/ cm respectively. The agreement w f.X
within 0.05 mr2, when the total difference aof qlis .
buckling was about 2.5 m-2 and the largest test ' .

used in'the extrapolation procedure was'lesst'thft * v

15% of the core [6]. With a test lattice pit''
19-0}'2cm the maximum number of 16 R3 c it K I -,,M
corresponds to roughly 20% of the core. '- t 3

The information we get about the transitio~ioj6A
may also be of some value. The slope of aff V E
lines in Figs. 3 and 4 tells us how much the but1cUAI sv#
B.1 of the corresponding transition region dei1ithav ;?fd
from the mean value (By +B0)/2 as may be see-Duciklig we LattieP
eqs. (3) and (4). The buckling of the transition'r-i$lss S 1 t room tempers

give as he iue~dinAF~W~ ~ taken from ref. 24 and s
is approximately given as the mean buckling f-toi- ,. 99-75 noi.-% D.O.
test and the reference regions taken at a moderato
fuel ratio which is equal to that of the transition ieloiizf fi4

The measurements of the 19.0 . Y2 cm lattice'; +
a positive slope in Fig. 3, but at the 17.0 j cm lf2 C S'. U

we get an approximately horizontal linb. This fa Is;.. ^
possible to explain by realizing that the moderat6-w ;

4

fuel ratio of the transition cell is smaller than tha 6f ;
any of the other two cell configurations. If we deeniseacr .7cn

the test pitch to 16.0 V2cm (reference pitch 16-Qcni)a ti; smrlnenf.
we get, as we expect, a negative slope. 'Wi&,^ ; M4' t''tiJ

Fiom the positive.slope of the line in FigM4,Be 0 -

conclude that the buckling difference betweeifhe' ko
two fuel alternatives increases with decreasing liticd,. a
pitch (moderator-to-fuel ratio) as is also found espCed 2 t iz vuckling t e tper

mentally (see Table 2). t rb ' fistic

Our interpretation of void experiments with *i,
clusters in a reference lattice involves systein ti4dV @UI1A;I The fuel gaps in t
errors. The method has been checked on a l9.0i2 Z,^$0troduce perturbation
lattice containing only reference fuel surrounded 4tJrp a x 5 l regions with lari
aluminium shrouds, ID 6.3 cm and OD 6.5 cni(6] 0 ve not made any c
The changes of the one-group diffusion should
when a void was introduced were found to be 'j)D z kttices and positive
=0.120±0.018 and 6Dr(D=0*083±0*004. Thes, i&We have tried to meal
values were then used to analyse substitution met > Iisg by means of spec
ments with voids. The buckling difference measu 't were not able to
directly was 0-274 + 0.004 m- and the substitutl~f '4 auning the time availa
experiments gave results, which agreed within ab6,dtf Bucklng values at
0.01 mr- when the test region occupied up to 10% W Ic C 2 21 cm) withou
the core.- However, in this case the test fuel an n d.h5 (.,.!Ihe results obtained E
reference fuel were identical except regarding the Void : 't' ' ,tory (14] are also givei
By making also axial void measurements on the cent internal spac:

,I,,ti-.;
w4i~ S.jal ' -. 2i;x 9..

''.vXa

Table 6. Temerature woe//iient meantremens of R3 Iwe
(c-c: 2-21 cm) it he eaponcaial assemby. Square laUice pitck

27-0 cm. Concetration, of DaO: 99-67 md.%

Te p.w !X1 0. dWl X11 mean
Tr r temp.

ICSat I mnrc =m-ttrc IC

22 15-584. 0-02
89 16-01+±0-04 -1-5+0-3 -7-940-8 9

.33-89 (Se Fig. 10) -1-5+-0-3 -8-4+04 61
-ean value -8-34+0-4 | 60

The points analysed in Fig. 10 correspond to four
consecutive runs (upwards-downwards-upwards-down-
wards) over a length, of about I m. The two runs
upwards are combined acc. to eq. (13) as are also the
two runs downwards. The points of Fig. 10 represent
the mean of the two combinations. In this way the
uncertainty of the correction due to dAldT is reduced
to a minimum. The axial temperature gradient during
the heatinig-up period is less than 10 Clin and assumed
to be negligible.

4. Discussion of results

A bare critical facility like RO is found to be very
suitable for high-precision buckling measurements by
means of the substitution technique. The minimum
geometric buckling (-5-4 M-2) is comparatively high
for fuel assemblies proposed for power reactors, but
the tore geometry is very clean and corrections due
to neutron reflection are negligible.
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therlarge Swedish recipe [12].
FHo*ever, However, the gap effect was treated in a simplified
that the way, the change of resonance absorption being neglec-
ut 30 per ted [16]. Part of the discrepancy between theoretical
3unts for and experimental curves is certainly due to this fact.

The temperature coefficient of the buckling has
been studied at three different facilities, RO (20 to
50° C), ZEBRA (20 to 90'C) and the pressurized,

7-:high-temperature subcritical arrangement PSE at the
SRL (20 to 215l5z-C)4]. An intercomparison is made
in Fig. 12 where the&perimental values are plotted

_-versus temperature together with-a theoretical curve
[12].- Thie curls are shifted somewhat vertically to be
distinguished from caXliotherTle fope,4v .2JdT,
agree fairly well below 50' C but the d isc r e
between experiments and theory increases with tem-
perature.

For comparison with our temperature coefficient
measurements we may also mention experiments done

* in ZEEP [15] on 19-element UO, clusters (UOA diam.
1.32 cm, hexagonal lattice pitch 21-59 cm), wwhich
gave the result dB 2 IdT=-00113±+0-0009m-2/6C
(20'<T<.70° C). The measurements were made with
55 clusters in the central part of ZEEP, and the
buckling was determined by flux mapping.
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